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IT HAS BEEN A GREAT YEAR!
It has been an amazing term full of activity for SUSA. We have
held unique events, organized new initiatives, and built
relationships among students, faculty, and community
members. I am really proud of what we were able to
accomplish. As members we have developed our skills and
made contributions to fellow students, the York community,
and beyond... making great friends along the way.
Personally, being a part of SUSA this year has added more
dimension to my education experience here at York, as I hope
it has for others as well. It has been exciting as well as
challenging, which is just like sociology after all.
Thank you to the staff and faculty of the Sociology department,
who have been so supportive this year. Thank you especially to
all the SUSA members and students who came out to our
events, whether it was an informative workshop or a social
gathering, and who volunteered in our initiatives, whether it
was the Youth Without Shelter fundraiser or local high school
workshops. You are awesome and made this year wonderful.
Have a great summer everyone!
Marina Tarantini
SUSA President, 2018-2019
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A MESSAGE FROM SUSA'S VICE PRESIDENT
DESIREE HAMILTON-EDWARDS HAS BEEN ON THE SUSA EXECUTIVE IN VARIOUS ROLES
THROUGHOUT HER TIME AT YORK, IT WILL NOT BE THE SAME WITHOUT HER!

This has been a wonderful year for SUSA! I’m so glad that we were able to host so
many new and unique events this year and were able to reach out to more students
and the community. SUSA has accomplished a lot this year and we couldn’t have done
it without the continuous support of our fellow students, the faculty and staff at the
Sociology department and my wonderful fellow members on the SUSA executive
team. I’d like to especially thank this year's President Marina, who did an absolutely
amazing job.
This is my last year on SUSA as I am graduating, and it warms my heart that I was
able to be a part of this wonderful association. I was able to meet many people, get
out of my comfort zone and try new things. I hope that in the future the association
continues to grow stronger and reach even more students and be able to provide
students with the safe home I was able to find. I encourage incoming students and
continuing students to get involved on campus and to make the most of their time at
York. I wish SUSA the best in the future and look forward to hearing about their new
ventures!
Sincerely,
Desiree Hamilton-Edwards

NEW EVENTS
THIS TERM
WINTER WELCOME BACK
JANUARY
We kicked off the semester with
a Mario Kart tournament, a new
event idea that was a really fun
night and a great breather
from studies and work!

ONTARIO ARCHIVES "FIELD TRIP"
FEBRUARY
Several SUSA members visited the Archives
of Ontario (right here on campus in Kaneff
Tower). Rebecka Sheffield, archival
educator, sociology graduate, and Senior
Policy Advisor for the Archives, took us on
a tour and also sat down with us to talk
about archival work, oral histories, and a
sociological lens. It was an amazing
experience, we encourage everyone to
check the Archives out. Thank you Rebecka!
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CONTINUING INITIATIVES:
HIGH SCHOOL OUTREACH
"ASK A UNIVERSITY STUDENT"
This semester SUSA members and
volunteers continued to participate i n
visits to local high schools, in
collaboration with York's Communi ty
Engagement Centre (CEC), We met wi th
students who dropped by during the lunch
hour to chat with university students and
ask questions. We hope to conti nue thi s
collaboration next year as well!

SUSA members & volunteers at Emery
High School this March

"LITERAL CHANGE"
PRESENTATION &
DISCUSSION
MARCH

Literal Change Team (left to
right): Robyn Keystone, Martha
Jodhan, and John Iyeke

OLIVER VAN DUSEN

On March 5th, the folks from Literal Change - a
charitable organization that teaches remedial
literacy in provincial detention centres based in
Toronto - came to York University and delivered a
presentation on their program. They explained their
innovative approach to teaching literacy, and how
their program builds participants' confidence and
skills. It was a very interactive and unstructured
presentation which fostered exuberant discussion
from attendees about the benefits of education, as
well as the challenges faced by the Toronto District
School Board on how to best serve marginalized
communities. The presenters included two teachers
in the program, and a former participant, who
shared his story about growing up in a marginalized
community, his exposure to violence, and his
subsequent passion for education. He talked about
wanting to read everything he could while in
provincial detention, which led him to seek out the
Literal Change program. He began to teach other
detainees, and now works with Literal Change. The
presenters encouraged anybody interested to seek
out volunteer work with the program this summer,
who offer free training in remedial literacy
education.
Find out more at Literalchange.com
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UNDERGRADUATE ACADEMIC CONFERENCE 2019
SUSA'S ANNUAL CONFERENCE THIS YEAR WAS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL ONE YET!

On Friday, March 15th, SUSA hosted its
largest ever Sociology Undergraduate
Academic Conference! Judged by three
amazing faculty members - Dr. Lesley
Wood, Dr. Zoe Newman, and Ameera Ali students were able to query questions,
debate with colleagues, and receive
constructive feedback on their analytical
skills and public speaking abilities.
Some students walked away with great
awards: Katelyn Squires (Anthropology)
took the ‘Best Paper’ for her fieldwork on
anarchy and solidarity in Greece.
Alexandria Pavelich (Sociology) received
the ‘Best Presentation’ for her critical
perspective on public health responses to
suicide prevention in Canada. Honorable
mentions went to Rory McDonald
(Sociology) for her thought-provoking paper
on the politics of media representations in
the case of Stacey Perry, and Javeria Mirza
(Global Political Studies) for her
powerhouse closing presentation on
women’s rights in Afghanistan. The best
part of the event, undoubtedly, was
witnessing the wealth of sociological
scholarship being produced at the

undergraduate level, and it was a pleasure
seeing students from a variety of
disciplines and institutions in attendance
(shout-out to our traveling presenter, Kylie
Philips, all the way from the University of
Saskatchewan).
Overall, it was fascinating to see a swell
of topics converge in the Senate Chamber –
whether it was hearing about the
occupation of Wall Street, learning about
voluntary childlessness, or the first-hand
experiences of mature students at YorkU.
To end the day, our SUSA Faculty Partner
and Undergraduate Chair, Dr. Deborah
Davidson, gave an inspiring and
impassioned closing speech on the
importance of faculty-student collaboration
and event opportunities like this one, as
they are truly invaluable to helping
develop applied skills and confidence in
young scholars.
To all the presenters and judges – thank
you! As one of the organizers, it was an
unforgettable experience, and SUSA looks
forward to hosting you all back again next
year.
ALEXANDRIA PAVELICH
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"TIME4CHANGE"

YOUTH
WITHOUT
SHELTER
WORKSHOP

FEBRUARY
The YWS workshop was
part of the relationship SUSA
built this year with YWS in
an effort to contribute to the
community beyond York
campus and give students
opportunities to get
involved. We started with
the Winter Supply Drive in
the Fall, and most recently
several of us participated in
the Time4Change city wide
fundraiser. SUSA organized a
team of volunteers to canvas
York University subway
station from 7am to 7pm,
collecting $1236.10 in
donations to cover essential
transit fare costs and wrap
around programming at
YWS, which will enable
youth in their care to
transition to stable,
independent living. Thank
you to all the volunteers as
well as everyone who made
a donation that day! We
hope to continue this
relationship with YWS, keep
your eye out for future
opportunities to participate!

A few folks from the T4C
fundraising team (left to right):
Marina, Aishah, and Miles

JANUARY

SUSA members & students with
Mike (centre) from YWS

KAYNE ALLEYNE-ADAMS

SUSA hosted Mike, Community Engagement & Education
Specialist from the Toronto-based organization Youth
Without Shelter (YWS), for what proved to be an
extremely informative and important event. YWS’s focus
is youth homelessness, and Mike did not shy away from
explaining the tragedies that surround this complex
issue. He explained that nearly 2,000 youth are homeless
every night in Toronto, a huge issue that is practically
left unchecked. While other organizations, such as
Covenant House, also attempt to alleviate this issue,
there are simply not enough resources being put into
ensuring that the disadvantaged youth of this city are
cared for and provided with shelter, food security and
access to education.
Youth Without Shelter’s approach to this issue differs
from the mainstream. While many shelters assist
individuals for short periods of time, YWS seeks to
ensure sustained support by providing its residents with
a home for as long as they might need while also aiming
to get them onto good footing for the future. Mike
explained that YWS is dedicated to its residents, both
current and former. Even after a resident has moved out
YWS does whatever it can to ensure that the individual
does not slide back into homelessness.
The presentation ended with a call to action, one that I
would like to extend to every reader. Each year YWS
hosts a fundraising initiative titled Time4Change, in
which volunteers across the city both raise awareness
and collect donations for Youth Without Shelter in TTC
stations, including our very own York University
Station. This event takes place annually on the first
Friday of February, and is something that needs as much
support as possible. One thing we can do to assist
homeless youth in Toronto is to get involved with this
event when it is hosted again in 2020.
For more info visit www.yws.com
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SUSA'S ADVISOR AND
OUR BIGGEST CHEERLEADER!
Deborah Davidson is not only one of our professors
and the Undergraduate Program Director, she has
also been SUSA's faculty advisor, our biggest fan,
and a constant source of enthusiasm and support for
several years. She will be on sabbatical next year,
working on her research. We are so grateful to her
and we will will definitely miss her!

Dear Students,
What an exciting year it has been for
SUSA! Thanks again for allowing me
the honour of being your Faculty
Advisor and SUSA Mom. This is my
last year in the Advisor role as I will be
on sabbatical next year when I will be
continuing my work on commemorative
tattoos, and my tenure as
Undergraduate Program Director is
ending. I am thrilled to say that I’m
leaving you in the awesome hands of
Professor Michael Nijhawan.
I wish to thank our outstanding team of
SUSA executives, under the leadership
of Marina Tarantini and Desiree
Edwards, for their diligence and efforts
to inform, encourage, engage, and
inspire our SOCI student body. They
modelled leadership and teamwork, and
have included more collaboration with
our broader community in the name of
social justice and community activism
as SUSA’s mandate. And I’m thrilled to
see that the SUSA exec now includes a
First Year Representative! Special
thanks to grad students, Josh
Armstrong, Jade D’Costa, and Ameera
Ali, for their mentorship and support
with SUSA’s activities. Thanks also to

our colleagues in the department office
who continue to support SUSA - always
with a smile.
As you may not know, Professor Larry
Lam, longstanding SOCI student
advocate and former SUSA Faculty
Mentor, will soon be retiring to the
greener pastures of gardens, travel, and
aquariums. Professor Lam’s generosity
is responsible for many of the benefits
SUSA receives from our department,
and his name goes down in our history
by way of the So Pui Ching Award in
Sociology and the Larry Lam Prizes.
Larry will be missed but never
forgotten!
For those of you who are graduating,
keep using your sociological
imaginations as you move forward into
the world. For those of you who will
be remaining with us, keep striving for
excellence.
With my very best,
Deborah,
your SUSA Mom as long as you wish
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MEET MICHAEL NIJHAWAN:
INCOMING SUSA ADVISOR
Greetings Sociology Students!
Unbelievable how just another academic
term has flown by. While we are all
wrapping up final course work and waiting
for spring, many of you will be setting off to
new life journeys soon, with hopefully many
good memories of your times as York
Sociology graduates.
The strike last year might be part of such
memories, even as many of the issues, which
trouble today’s higher education policy
framework, are far from resolved, putting us
sociologists in the midst of institutional and
political transformations.
Kudos to our incredible folks at S.U.S.A.
who have been contributing to these policy
debates through research, social activism and
so many other initiatives on and off-campus,
so that one can only be honoured to become
the incoming advisor. I’m looking very much
forward to be working closely with you all in
what surely will be exciting but also
challenging times.

A MESSAGE FROM
OUR SOCIOLOGY
DEPARTMENT
CHAIR

Thank you Lesley for your
support throughout the
year as well as your help
with our Undergraduate
Conference!

Having worked around issues of the
politics of religion, (state) violence, memory
and diasporic subjects, like many of you I am
increasingly worried about the wave of
right-wing populism and white supremacy. I
hope we will find opportunities and time to
tackle some of these issues, as they affect
our communities in and around Toronto and
globally.
So many other great initiatives emerge
around diversifying and decolonizing the
sociology canon, new courses, placement
options as well as research opportunities.
Looking forward to all of it!

Dear Sociology students,
The 2018-19 year in the Department of Sociology has been a
terrific one. As they say, "we live in interesting times." There
is always a great deal to study - whether its social media to
health care, social movements to racism and xenophobia.
Student participation in research, in coursework and in our
shared community has never been more appreciated. Within the
department, we've been thinking about how to respond to
questions of indigeneity and colonialism, thinking through what
"Public sociology" could mean, developing placement programs,
hiring Cary Wu, our next Quantitative Sociology professor, and
teaching, studying the world, our communities, and
communicating our ideas and findings to the media, public and
beyond. At every step, SUSA and the undergrads in the program
have played a key role. While SUSA are always wonderful, this
year you've outdone yourselves - doing research on our student
body through Falling in Love with Research, the epic social
media campaign of "Theorist Thursdays", helping faculty and
grad students with the committee work, organizing a Mario Kart
tournament, alumni sessions, social justice events, a student
conference and visits to the Ontario Archive.
So much appreciation for you all!
Sincerely,
Lesley Wood
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Professor Lam has been an inspiration and
resource to the SUSA team, sociology
students, and the Department of Sociology
for many years. If you’ve hung around the
Department much you’ll know he is a
constant joyful presence in the halls.
He is also a previous SUSA Faculty Advisor,
though his support continues until this day
via the annual Larry Lam Prizes awarded to
active SUSA members as well as his
encouragement and enthusiasm for SUSA
activities. In addition, Professor Lam funds
the So Pui Ching award.

LARRY LIKES
TO JOKE,
BUT WE'RE
SERIOUS ABOUT
HOW MUCH
WE'RE GOING
TO MISS HIM

I was privileged to be the recipient of this
award last year, at a time when I was caring
for my father after a surgery and struggling
to balance work shifts and school. Professor
Lam’s generosity really helped me stay on
track that term.
As I have gotten to know him this year I
have been amazed at how humble and
encouraging he is to so many students as
well as the SUSA team, always willing to
give us a moment of his time, and supporting
our initiatives like the YWS Supply Drive
and Coffee with Profs.
Professor Lam will be retiring next year,
though he assures me he will still be around
the halls in the fall, working on his research.
Which is great, because we will really miss
his presence as well as his sense of humour as evidenced by the bottom photo, which he
sent me when I asked him for a pic of himself
to include in our newsletter.
On the behalf of SUSA and all sociology
students: Thank you Larry, from the bottom
of our hearts and the top of our minds.
We wish you many exciting adventures
in the future!

MARINA TARANTINI
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COMPILED BY ALEXANDRIA PAVELICH
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GRADUATING REFLECTIONS...
THIS YEAR MANY OF OUR SUSA EXECUTIVE TEAM ARE GRADUATING.
WE ASKED THEM IF THEY WOULD SHARE SOME PARTING WORDS FOR FELLOW STUDENTS.

Desiree Hamilton-Edwards
I’ve been a part of SUSA for 4 years and it’s
been an amazing experience, and I’m
thankful for everyone I met throughout this
time and all my fellow members. I urge all
students to get involved involved on
campus. Make the most of your time here
because it really flies. York it’s been great!

Francis Wong
I can’t believe how time has flown by and I’m
graduating. If I can give one piece of advice to
undergraduate students, it would be to get out
there and get to know other sociology
students and professors. It’s very important to
network and you never know who might help
in the future.

Alexandria Pavelich
My advice is to get involved! I have met
friends through SUSA that I know I will
have for life. Plus, this organization served
as a springboard for building strong
relationships with faculty members which
absolutely helped me become a strong
Grad School applicant.
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Jessie Shanelle Henderson Carlisle
I entered my first year at YorkU very reserved
and shy! I know the transition from whatever
stage you are in your life to university is a
major shift, but don't be scared! You got this!
Believe in yourself! Make every moment of
your studies worth it! It will have it's tough
days, but you can persevere!

Nicole Niezen
While only being part of SUSA for ¾ of the
school year, I’ve enjoyed my time being
surrounded by fellow members who are
friendly and intelligent. Good luck to those
graduating, and to new SUSA members, enjoy
this time while it lasts as it goes by quick!

Guneet Singh
From my personal undergraduate experience
and having been on the SUSA executive team
for most it, I can honestly say that my student
life has been positively impacted by the
opportunities this organization has brought
and led me to. My number one advice to
everyone out there, feeling like their life is ”not
put together” - don’t worry; You are not alone.
You will get through it.

Also graduating this year:
Adetu Adekeye;
Oliver Van Dusen;
Aiman Zada

Congratulations to all
graduating students!

SUSA IS REALLY GOING TO MISS YOU NEXT YEAR!
WE WISH YOU ALL THE BEST IN FUTURE ENDEAVOURS AND ADVENTURES.
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THANK YOU FOR
A GREAT YEAR!
THE SUSA 2018-2019 TEAM:
Marina Tarantini
President
Desiree Hamilton-Edwards
Vice President
Francis Wong
Administrative Assistant
Tolulope Ogungbeni
Director of Finance
Ani Gurtsishvili
Director of Recruitment
Alexandria Pavelich
Director of Communications
Oliver Van Dusen
Director of Communications
Sandreen Porter
Director of Community Engagement
Aiman Zada
Director of Community Engagement

Jessie Henderson-Carlisle
Director of Academic Affairs
Adetu Adekeye
Council Member
Nicole Niezen
Council Member
Guneet Singh
Council Member
Morris Bartley
Council Member
Brittney Phillips
Council Member
Kayne Alleyne-Adams
First Year Student Rep

THE INCOMING EXECUTIVE TEAM
We are pleased to announce the starting line-up for the 2019-2020 term,
we're happy to see a couple returning executives as well as
some general members and new SUSA members!
Sandreen Porter
President
Kayne Alleyne-Adams
Vice President
Nakyta Folkes
Administrative Assistant
Sarah Al Naqeeb
Director of Recruitment

Rory McDonald
Director of Academic Affairs
Vickey Zhang
Council Member
Julian Salvador
Council Member
Fhameda Islam
Council Member

A hearty congratulations and thank you to you all for your engagement
and enthusiasm. We encourage other members to consider becoming
more involved as well. Keep an eye out for upcoming opportunities
or email us -- yorkususa@gmail.com

